unpack and newheader

These new helper functions install the given header file(s) into /usr/include. The -r option enables recursion for doheader, similar to doins. See DOHEADER on page 60.

new* standard input

The newins etc. commands read from standard input if the first argument is – (a hyphen). See NEWFOO-STDIN on page 82.

EBUILD_PHASE_FUNC

This variable is very similar to EBUILD_PHASE, but contains the name of the current ebuild function. See EBUILD-PHASE-FUNC on page 50.

Stable use masking/forcing

New files use.stable.{mask,force} and package.use.stable.{mask,force} are supported in profile directories. They are similar to their non-stable counterparts, but act only on packages that would be merged due to a stable keyword. See STABLEMASK on page 22.

### EAPI 6 (2015-11-08)

#### Additions/Changes

**Bash version**

Ebuilds can use features of Bash version 4.2 (was 3.2 before). See BASH-VERSION on page 26.

**failglob**

The failglob option of Bash is set in global scope, so that unintentional pattern expansion will be caught as an error. See FAILGLOB on page 54.

**src_prepare**

This phase function has a default now, which applies patches from the PATCHES variable with the new eapply command, and user-provided patches with eapply_user. See SRC-PREPARE-6 on page 39.

**src_install**

The default implementation uses the new einstalldocs function for installing documentation. See SRC-INSTALL-6 on page 41.

**unpack**

This has been extended:

- Pathnames Both absolute paths and paths relative to the working directory are accepted as arguments. See UNPACK-ABSOLUTE on page 66.
- .txz files Suffix .txz for xz compressed tarballs is recognised. See UNPACK-EXTENSIONS on page 66.
- Filename case Character case of filename extensions is ignored. See UNPACK-IGNORE-CASE on page 66.

**econf**

Options --docdir and --htmlmdir are passed to configure, in addition to the existing options. See ECONF-OPTIONS on page 58.

**nonfatal die**

When die or assert are called under the nonfatal command and with the -n option, they will not abort the build process but return with an error. See NONFATAL-DIE on page 56.

**eapply**

The eapply command is a simplified substitute for epatch, implemented in the package manager. The patches from its file or directory arguments are applied using patch -p1. See EAPPLY on page 56.

**eapply_user**

The eapply_user command permits the package manager to apply user-provided patches. It must be called from every src_prepare function. See EAPPLY-USER on page 56.

**einstalldocs**

The einstalldocs function will install the files specified by the DOCS variable (or a default set of files if DOCS is unset) and by the HTML_DOCS variable. See EINSTALLDOWCS on page 67.

**in_iuse**

The in_iuse function returns true if the USE flag given as its argument is available in the ebuild for USE queries. See IN-IUSE on page 65.

**get_libdir**

The get_libdir command outputs the lib* directory basename suitable for the current ABI. See GET-LIBDIR on page 67.

### Removals/Bans

**einstall**

No longer allowed. Use emake install as replacement. See BANNED-COMMANDS on page 55.
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